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Extreme multistability (EM) is characterized by the emergence of infinitely many coexisting attractors or continuous
families of stable states in dynamical systems. EM implies complex and hardly predictable asymptotic dynamical
behavior. We analyse a model for pendulum clocks coupled by springs and suspended on an oscillating base, and
show how EM can be induced in this system by a specifically designed coupling. First, we uncover that symmetric
coupling can increase the dynamical complexity. In particular, the coexistence of multiple isolated attractors and
continuous families of stable periodic states is generated in a symmetric cross-coupling scheme of four pendulums.
These coexisting infinitely many states are characterized by different levels of phase synchronization between the
pendulums, including anti-phase and in-phase states. Some of the states are characterized by splitting of the pendulums
into groups with silent sub-threshold and oscillating behavior, respectively. The analysis of the basins of attraction
further reveals the complex dependence of EM on initial conditions.

The coexistence of several asymptotic stable states for a
dynamical system with fixed parameter values is called
multistability. This phenomenon has been identified in di-
verse fields of science both experimentally and theoreti-
cally. Which asymptotic state the system will converge to
is determined solely by its initial state. When the num-
ber of stable states is infinite, extreme multistability (EM)
becomes a dominant feature. Understanding EM and its
control is an important issue, because systems with EM
offer even greater flexibility than those with finite multi-
stability when switching from one stable state to another.
We give an example of EM in a coupled pendulums model
that takes into account an escapement mechanism as well
as local and global couplings. We have paid a particular
attention to the coupling structure that leads to the emer-
gence of EM.

I. INTRODUCTION

Complex networks have largely enriched our understand-
ing of a variety of complex dynamical systems in many fields,
such as biology, ecology, climatology, sociology, and oth-
ers1,2. By modeling real-world systems as networks in which
collections of dynamic nodes are connected by static or adap-
tive edges, one can study collective behaviors both analyti-
cally and numerically3–7.

Synchronization is a ubiquitous dynamical phenomenon
that has been observed in many natural and engineering sys-
tems4,8–12. Different types of synchronous patterns have been
identified involving complete synchronization13 (oscillators’
states become asymptotically the same with time), cluster syn-
chronization (a network splits into groups of synchronous el-
ements)14,15, special types of spatial coexistence of coherent
and incoherent states16–18, and many others. Various patterns

have been found in experimental contexts, such as optoelec-
tronic networks19, chemical networks20, neural networks21,
ecological22, and climate systems23.

Apart from synchronization, multistability – the coexis-
tence of several asymptotic stable states (attractors) for a
given set of parameters – is another intriguing phenomenon
which has been studied for decades in modern nonlinear sci-
ence24–26. The final state of a system with multistability de-
pends crucially on initial conditions. Multistability has also
been observed in many areas of science, such as nonlinear
optics27, neuroscience28, climate dynamics29, laser physics30,
electronic oscillators31, and in different classes of systems,
such as weakly dissipative systems32, systems with time de-
lays33,34, and coupled systems35.

Understanding the emergence of co-existing attractors is an
important issue, and controlling multistability is an even more
difficult task. When the number of co-existing attractors in-
creases infinitely, EM emerges. In coupled systems, the pres-
ence of EM has been found to be closely related to partial syn-
chrony36. By designing a specific coupling scheme to achieve
partial synchrony, one can obtain infinitely many coexisting
stable states36–40. Apart from the conservative cases, a com-
mon reason for the occurrence of EM in networks is time-
reversibility, a special type of spatio-temporal symmetry41–45.

Despite the extensive literature on multistable dynamical
systems, the emergence of multistability or EM in networked
dynamical systems remains a challenging problem due to a
large number of possible routes to EM, some of which have
yet to be discovered. Analytical and numerical challenges
arise from the diversity of coupling topologies and the com-
plexity of individual models.

In this work, we address the multistability problem in a
mathematical model of coupled clocks suspended on a ro-
tating disc and additionally coupled with springs. The in-
teraction of the clocks with the disc provides the global cou-
pling among all clocks and therefore influences their behavior,
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similar to the interaction of the pedestrians with the bridge
in the famous effect of crowd synchrony on the Millennium
Bridge46. Such a global scheme has also proved useful in un-
covering complex transient states47. The oscillating clocks are
also locally coupled via springs. In Ref. 48, a similar system
of three coupled clocks was studied.

The following main results are obtained in this work:

• We generalize the system of three coupled clocks48 into
a network-coupled scenario allowing arbitrary coupling
configurations.

• We investigate how different coupling topologies af-
fect the multistability in systems of three and four cou-
pled clocks. We observe that more symmetric coupling
topologies can lead to more complex dynamics with
higher multistability.

A particularly reach appears to be the “cross-coupling”
structure with “diagonal” spring couplings in the sys-
tem of four coupled clocks. In such a case, we observe
EM that combines continuous family of stable attrac-
tors with different phase relations between the clocks.
We provide an analytical and numerical description of
this new phenomenon.

• Furthermore, we discuss how the discontinuity of the
escapement mechanism affects the multistability in the
system. The clocks within certain coupled groups (clus-
ters) remain either silent or oscillating and in-phase
synchronized due to the switching of the escapement

mechanism. This leads to three qualitatively different
discontinuity-induced types of attractors.

II. MODEL AND MEASURES

A. General model

We first present a mathematical model of the N coupled
pendulum clocks suspended on a rotating disc, see Fig. 1(A).
The rotating disc provides a global coupling, while the springs
allow for arbitrary local coupling structure. Our model is a
generalization of the system of three pendulums from Ref. 48.

The supporting base is placed at the origin O of the xy plane
and it can oscillate freely around the axis perpendicular to the
plane of Fig. 1; the angular deviation of the base is θ. The
properties of the base are described by the moment of inertia
B0 [kgm2], the stiffness of the spring connecting the base and
the static support kθ [Nm], and the damping cθ [Nms]. Iden-
tical pendulums (marked colored filled circles) are suspended
at evenly distributed black points S i, i = 1,2,3, ...,N, i.e., the
angles between OS i and OS i+1 (index i is considered mod N)
are 2π/N. The angles αi = ^(Ox, OS i) characterize the an-
gular position of the suspension points S i, where Ox is the
positive x half-axis. The parameter d = |OS i| (i = 1,2, ...,n) is
the distance between the origin O and each suspension point
S i. Each pendulum is described by the angle displacement
ϕi, the mass m [kg], the length l [m], and the damping coeffi-
cient cϕ [Nms]. The stiffness coefficients of the springs are kϕ
[N/m]. The description and the values for all parameters are
summarized in Table I.

The equations of motion of the N coupled pendulums is
given by the following system:

(B0 + nmr2)θ̈+ kθθ+ cθθ̇+

n∑
i=1

mr{l[ϕ̈i sin(ϕi− θ−αi) + ϕ̇2
i cos(ϕi− θ−αi)] + gcos(αi + θ)}+∆Vθ = 0,

ml2ϕ̈i + mglsinϕi + cϕϕ̇i + mrl[θ̈ sin(ϕi− θ−αi)− θ̇2 cos(ϕi− θ−αi)] +∆Vϕi = MEi ,

(1)

where i = 1,2, ...,N.
The build-in escapement mechanism produces the moment

of force, which is modeled by the discontinuous functions
MEi , i = 1,2,3, ...,N49,50. These functions depend not only
on the displacement ϕi(t), but also on the position of the i-th
mechanism’s cogwheel versus the mechanism’s pallet σi(t):

MEi =


M : σi = 1∧0 < ϕi < ε0,

−M : σi = 2∧−ε0 < ϕi < 0,
0 : otherwise.

(2)

Here M = 0.075 [Nm] represents the value of the external mo-
mentum, while ε0 = 5.0◦ denotes the escapement’s threshold
(the mechanism turns off as the pendulum exceeds this thresh-
old). In fact, σi(t) become additional discrete-valued variables

in the system that are influencing the system’s dynamics via
the terms MEi and which are changing discontinuously ac-
cording to the following rules:

(I) When a pendulum ϕi crosses the escapement threshold
at some time moment t∗: ϕi(t∗) = ε0 with increasing ϕi,
i.e., ϕ̇i(t∗) > 0, the variable σi(t) is set to 2 for all t ∈
[t∗, te), where te is the time of a next event.

(II) When the pendulum ϕi crosses the escapement thresh-
old ϕi(t∗) = −ε0 with decreasing ϕi, i.e., ϕ̇i(t∗) < 0, the
variable σi(t) is set to 1 for all t ∈ [t∗, te), where te is the
time moment of a next crossing event.

In this way, the variablesσi(t) are piece-wise constant with the
possible discrete values 1 or 2, which change discontinuously
when either event (I) or (II) occurs.
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TABLE I. Parameters for the N-pendulums of system (1).
Parameter Value Definition
B0 5.115 [kgm2] Support’s moment of inertia
kϕ 17.75 [N/m] Stiffness coefficient of springs
kθ 34 [Nm] Stiffness of the spring connecting the base and the unmoving support
cθ ∆ = ln(2) Damping of the supporting base
cϕ 0.01 [Nms] Damping of the damper connecting the base and the unmoving support
m 1 [kg] Mass of each pendulum clock
l 0.24849 [m] Lengths of the pendulums
g 9.81 [m/s2] Gravity acceleration
d 1 [m] Distance between O and S i (i = 1,2, ...,N)
αi = ^(Ox, OS i) ( 360

N )◦ = 2π
N Ox denotes the positive x half axis

M 0.075 [Nm] Fixed external momentum
ε0 5◦ = 5∗π/180 Escapement threshold

FIG. 1. (A) The scheme of N coupled identical pendulum clocks (shown as circles with different colors) suspended at evenly distributed
black points S i, i = 1,2, ...,N, on an oscillating supporting base (the xy plane). The local coupling is realized using springs between the clocks.
(B)–(D): For N = 3, three types of coupling structures of springs include all-to-all, asymmetric, and symmetric topologies. (E)–(G): For N = 4,
three types of coupling structures of springs include all-to-all, asymmetric, and symmetric topologies.

The terms ∆Vϕi and ∆Vθ in model (1) describe the moments
of forces from the coupling springs. These two terms can be
written explicitly using the following terms: si j, the constant

distance between the i-th and j-th clocks when the system
stays still, and ŝi j(t), the time-dependent distance between the
i-th and j-th clocks for the moving system:

si j = r
√

2(1− cos(αi−α j)),

ŝi j =

√
s2

i j + 2l2(1− cos(ϕi−ϕ j)) + 8lr sin
(ϕi−ϕ j

2

)
sin

(αi−α j
2

)
sin

(ϕi+ϕ j−αi−α j
2 − θ

)
,

∆Vθ = 2lrkϕ
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

ai j

(
1− si j

ŝi j

)
sin

(ϕi−ϕ j
2

)
sin

(α j−αi
2

)
cos

(ϕi+ϕ j−αi−α j
2 − θ

)
,

∆Vϕi =
n∑

i=1
ai jkϕl

(
1− si j

ŝi j

) [
lsin(ϕi−ϕ j) + 2r sin

(αi−α j
2

)
sin

(
ϕi−

αi+α j
2 − θ

)]
,

(3)

where (ai j) is the coupling matrix via the springs, i.e., ai j = 1 if
the pendulum i is connected with the pendulum j via a spring
and ai j = 0 otherwise. aii = 0 since there are no self-loops.

The influence of different coupling structures on collective

dynamics has not been systematically reported for this model.
In the remaining part of this paper, we consider the cases N = 3
(Figs. 1(B)-(D)) and N = 4 (Figs. 1(E)-(G)). In particular, we
focus on the following questions:
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FIG. 2. Distributions of the order parameter r for different coupling topologies. (A)-(C) show for 3-coupled pendulums (N = 3), the identified
multistabilities for all-to-all, asymmetric, and symmetric coupling structures (see right-upper corners), respectively. For each coupling topol-
ogy, 5000 order parameters are obtained from 5000 simulations using random initial conditions. Parameters for N = 3 are fixed as in Table
I, in particular, α1 = π

2 , α2 = 7π
12 , and α3 = 11π

12 . Each vertical bar corresponds to a potential attractor. Similarly, (D)-(F) are multistabilities
for 4-coupled pendulums (N = 4), based on 1000 order parameters obtained from 1000 simulations. Parameters for N = 4 are also fixed as in
Table I, in particular, α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and α4 = 2π. For N = 3, compared with (A) and (C), the asymmetric coupling structure in (B)

decreases the dynamical complexity; while for N = 4, compared with (E), (F) shows that the symmetric coupling can increase the dynamical
complexity due to the emergence of EM.

(1) How do different coupling topologies alter synchroniza-
tion states and their basins of attraction?

(2) Is there extreme multistability in the coupled pendulum
model? If so, what is its origin?

(3) What are the effects of the discontinuity of the escape-
ment mechanism on the dynamics and multistability?

We fix the parameters as in Table I. For N = 3, the three
considered types of coupling structures of springs include
all-to-all (Fig. 1(B)), asymmetric (Fig. 1(C)), and symmet-
ric (Fig. 1(D); mirror symmetry with respect to the vertical
axis) topologies. Identical pendulums are suspended at evenly
distributed points S i, i = 1,2,3 with ^(OS i, OS i+1) = 120◦.
For N = 4, we also consider three types of coupling struc-
tures of springs: all-to-all (Fig. 1(D)), asymmetric (Fig. 1(E)),
and symmetric (Fig. 1(F)) topologies. Here also the identi-
cal pendulums are suspended at evenly distributed points S i,
i = 1,2,3,4 with ^(OS i, OS i+1) = 90◦.

We use Monte Carlo sampling and two classical measures
(order parameter and mean frequencies) for the numerical
quantification of synchronization states and the analysis of
their basins of attraction.

B. Measures

Order parameter. We visualize the dynamics of the syn-
chronization transitions with the Kuramoto order parameter:

R(t) =
1
N

N∑
i=1

eiϕi(t), (4)

where N is the number of oscillators. When |R(t)| = 1 (|R(t)| ≈
0), oscillators are in the complete synchronization (disor-
dered) state. The degree of synchronization in numerical sim-
ulations is quantified using the averaged value of the order
parameter:

r =
1

Tav

∫ Ttr+Tav

Ttr

|R(t)|dt. (5)

over the time interval Tav = 50 after a sufficiently long tran-
sient time Ttr.

Mean frequency. The mean oscillation frequency of a pen-
dulum is given as:

〈ωi〉 =
2πni

Tav
, (6)

where the same time interval of Tav = 50 is applied and ni
represents the number of complete oscillations of ith clock
within this interval. The number of complete oscillations can
be computed using the number of crossings of the Poincare
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map ϕi = 0 or ϕi = ε0. The mean frequency is calculated using
the last Tav = 50 time units after a sufficiently long transient
time Ttr.

III. COLLECTIVE DYNAMICS FOR DIFFERENT COUPLING
TOPOLOGIES

We first conduct various simulations of the system for ran-
dom initial conditions. More specifically, we choose the
following initial conditions [θ0 = 0.01,φ0

1, . . . ,φ
0
n, θ̇

0 = 0, φ̇0
1 =

0, . . . , φ̇0
n = 0], where φ0

1, . . . ,φ
0
n, are chosen randomly from the

interval [−π,π). For the case N = 3, simulations with 5,000
different initial conditions are performed with the integration
time 15,000, and the last 50 time units are used for the cal-
culation of the order parameter and the mean frequency. For
N = 4, we perform 1,000 runs with the integration interval
10,000, and the transient 9,950. The r and 〈ωi〉 from Eqs. (5)
and (6), respectively, are used to estimate the synchronization
state (attractor) in each simulation. We found that further in-
crease of the number of runs and the integration interval does
not affect the obtained results qualitatively.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of the order parameter r
for different initial conditions. This distribution reveals the
possible number of different attractors. Figures 2(A)-(C)
correspond to the coupling structures of three clocks in the
Figs. 1(B)-(D), respectively. Here we see finitely many iso-
lated lines indicating a relatively small number of possible

synchronization states. Interestingly, the case of asymmetric
coupling in Fig. 1(C) exhibits lower dynamical complexity as
that shown in Fig. 2(B), since only one line of the distribution
of r is achieved for all initial conditions. Figures 2(A) and
2(C) imply finite multistability with different possible asymp-
totic values of r.

For four coupled clocks (Figs. 2(D)-(F)), we also uncover
that different coupling topologies lead to diverse dynami-
cal complexities. Specifically, three different lines of r are
observed in Figs. 2(D) and 2(E). More importantly, if the
structure of the coupled clocks maintains the symmetry as
Fig. 1(G), the distribution of the asymptotic order parame-
ters in Fig. 2(F) is no longer discrete, but contains contin-
uous parts. Such a distribution indicates higher complexity
and even EM. In order to characterize deeper the emergence
of EM, we focus on analytical and numerical explanations of
this phenomenon in the following sections.

IV. EXTREME MULTISTABILITY

We recall that EM is potentially observed for the cross-
coupling structure of four coupled clocks (Fig. 1(G)), where
the distribution of asymptotic order parameters seems to be
continuous (Fig. 2(F)). In this scheme, the opposite pendu-
lums are connected by springs. The corresponding coupling
matrix has four nonzero entries a13 = a31 = a24 = a42 = 1, and
the angle position parameters are α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and

α4 = 2π. The system (1) becomes:

(B0 + 4mr2)θ̈+ kθθ+ cθθ̇+ mrl[−ϕ̈1 cos(θ−ϕ1)− ϕ̇2
1 sin(θ−ϕ1)] + mrl[ϕ̈2 sin(θ−ϕ2)− ϕ̇2

2 cos(θ−ϕ2)]
+mrl[ϕ̈3 cos(θ−ϕ3) + ϕ̇2

3 sin(θ−ϕ3)] + mrl[−ϕ̈4 sin(θ−ϕ4) + ϕ̇2
4 cos(θ−ϕ4)] +∆Vθ = 0,

ml2ϕ̈1 + mglsinϕ1 + cϕϕ̇1 + mrl[−θ̈cos(θ−ϕ1) + θ̇2 sin(θ−ϕ1)] +∆Vϕ1 = ME1 ,
ml2ϕ̈2 + mglsinϕ2 + cϕϕ̇2 + mrl[θ̈ sin(θ−ϕ2) + θ̇2 cos(θ−ϕ2)] +∆Vϕ2 = ME2 ,
ml2ϕ̈3 + mglsinϕ3 + cϕϕ̇3 + mrl[θ̈cos(θ−ϕ3)− θ̇2 sin(θ−ϕ3)] +∆Vϕ3 = ME3 ,
ml2ϕ̈4 + mglsinϕ4 + cϕϕ̇4 + mrl[−θ̈ sin(θ−ϕ4)− θ̇2 cos(θ−ϕ4)] +∆Vϕ4 = ME4 ,

(7)

where

∆Vθ = 4lrkϕ

[(
1−

s24

ŝ24

)
sin

(
ϕ2−ϕ4

2

)
sin

(
θ−

ϕ2 +ϕ4

2

)
−

(
1−

s13

ŝ13

)
sin

(
ϕ1−ϕ3

2

)
cos

(
θ−

ϕ1 +ϕ3

2

)]
,

∆Vϕ1 = kϕl
(
1− 2r

ŝ13

)
[lsin(ϕ1−ϕ3)−2r sin(θ−ϕ1)],

∆Vϕ2 = kϕl
(
1− 2r

ŝ24

)
[lsin(ϕ2−ϕ4)−2r cos(θ−ϕ2)],

∆Vϕ3 = kϕl
(
1− 2r

ŝ31

)
[lsin(ϕ3−ϕ1) + 2r sin(θ−ϕ3)],

∆Vϕ4 = kϕl
(
1− 2r

ŝ24

)
[lsin(ϕ4−ϕ2) + 2r cos(θ−ϕ4)].

(8)

The distances si j and ŝi j are:

s13 = s31 = s24 = s42 = 2r,

ŝ13 = ŝ31 =

√
4r2 + 2r2(1− cos(ϕ1−ϕ3))−8lr sin

(
ϕ1−ϕ3

2

)
sin

(
θ−

ϕ1+ϕ3
2

)
,

ŝ24 = ŝ42 =

√
4r2 + 2r2(1− cos(ϕ2−ϕ4))−8lr sin

(
ϕ2−ϕ4

2

)
cos

(
θ−

ϕ2+ϕ4
2

)
.

(9)

As we will see later, the regime of EM is characterized by the emergence of two frequency synchronized clusters each
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containing two clocks. The following phase relations are
observed for the synchronized clusters: “in-phase-in-phase"
(II), “in-phase-anti-phase" (IA), “anti-phase-in-phase" (AI)
and “anti-phase-anti-phase" (AA). The exact meaning of these
relations are given in Table II. For example, IA means that the
clocks in the first cluster are in-phase and anti-phase in the
second cluster. Additionally, due to the discontinuity induced
by the escapement mechanism, the mixed states are observed,
when one or both of the clusters are not oscillating. This is
possible due to the fact that the clocks do not cross period-
ically the escapement threshold and, hence, do not gain en-
ergy. The following clusters are observed: "silent-in-phase"
(SI), "in-phase-silent" (IS), and "silent-silent" (SS).

TABLE II. Different phase-clusters possibilities for 4-coupled clocks
(7) with cross-coupling structure (see Fig. 1(G)).
Symbol Description
II In-phase-in-phase (ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t), ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t))
IA In-phase-anti-phase (ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t), ϕ2(t) = −ϕ4(t))
AI Anti-phase-in-phase (ϕ1(t) = −ϕ3(t), ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t))
AA Anti-phase-anti-phase (ϕ1(t) = −ϕ3(t), ϕ2(t) = −ϕ4(t))
SI Silent-in-phase (ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = 0, ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t))
IS In-phase-silent (ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t), ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t) = 0)
SS Silent-silent (ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = 0, ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t) = 0)

In Figure 3, we split the probability distribution of the or-

der parameter r accordingly to the cluster states observed.
Specifically, Fig. 3(A) gives the whole distributions, same as
in Fig. 2(F)). Figure 3(B) exacts from Fig. 3(A) only the or-
der parameters that correspond to II phase clusters, Fig. 3(C)
to IA, Fig. 3(D) to AI, and Fig. 3(E) to AA. Only II clusters
exhibit a continuous distribution of r, thus suggesting that EM
appears due to such type of clusters. In contrast, Figs. 3(C)-
(E) shows only a finite number of lines of r. In the follow-
ing sections, we provide additional analytical and numerical
evidences that confirm our observation and explain the phe-
nomenon of EM.

A. Family of stable cluster states

1. Theoretical analysis of EM

As Fig. 3(B) indicates, coexistence of infinitely many stable
states can be related to the emergence of II, the in-phase-in-
phase clusters. To study the existence of such clusters, we
show that the following subspace of II solutions:

ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = ψ1(t), ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t) = ψ2(t), θ(t) = 0. (10)

is invariant with respect to the solutions of system (7). Indeed,
substituting ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = ψ1(t) and ϕ2(t) = ϕ4(t) = ψ2(t) into
(7), we obtain ∆Vθ = 0 and ∆Vϕi = 0, and the equations for the
new variables θ, ψ1, and ψ2 read:

(B0 + 4mr2)θ̈+ kθθ+ cθθ̇ = 0, (11a)

ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 + mrl[−θ̈cos(θ−ψ1) + θ̇2 sin(θ−ψ1)] = ME1 , (11b)

ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕψ̇2 + mrl[θ̈ sin(θ−ψ2) + θ̇2 cos(θ−ψ2)] = ME2 , (11c)

ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 + mrl[θ̈cos(θ−ψ1)− θ̇2 sin(θ−ψ1)] = ME1 , (11d)

ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕ ˙̄ϕ2 + mrl[−θ̈ sin(θ−ψ2)− θ̇2 cos(θ−ψ2)] = ME2 , (11e)

with

MEi =


M : σi = 1∧0 < ψi < ε0

−M : σi = 2∧−ε0 < ψi < 0
0 : otherwise

(12)

where i = 1,2, M = 0.075 [Nm], and ε = 5.0◦.
Now, by setting θ = 0, we observe that Eq. (11a) is satisfied,

and the dynamical equations for ψ1 (Eqs. (11b) and (11d)) and
for ψ2 (Eqs. (11c) and (11e)) become the same:

ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 = ME1 , (13a)

ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕψ̇2 = ME2 . (13b)

Thus, we have proven the following:

Proposition 1 (II-cluster subspace) The subspace (10) of
the cluster II solutions is invariant with respect to the solu-
tions (flow) of system (7). This subspace is 4-dimensional

(S 2×R2), and the flow on this subspace is given by Eqs. (13a)
and (13b) which describe the relative motion of the clusters.

Another important observation is that the dynamical equa-
tions (13a) for ψ1 and (13b) ψ2 in the II-cluster subspace are
(i) the same, and (ii) uncoupled from each other, i.e., the equa-
tion for ψ1 is independent on ψ2 and vise-versa. The latter
property leads to the coexistence of infinitely many asymp-
totic states (and to EM eventually). We formulate the corre-
sponding result as a proposition.

Proposition 2 (EM of II-cluster states) Assume that
cϕ,m, l,g,kθ,cθ and B0 are positive parameters. Assume
also that system (13a) (or, equivalently, (13b)) possesses a
stable nontrivial asymptotic state (attractor), and ψ∗(t) is a
solution on this attractor (i.e., a single clock has a stable
oscillatory state). Then the system on the II-cluster subspace
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FIG. 3. Distribution of the order parameter r for 4 coupled clocks (7) with the coupling topology as in Fig. 1(G). (A) is same as Fig. 2(F),
obtained by Monte Carlo sampling with 1,000 random trials. (B)-(E) represent the parts of the distribution (extracted from (A)) that correspond
to specific cluster states: (B) counts only the order parameters for the trials ending in II (in-phase-in-phase) configuration, (C) stands for IA,
(D) for AI, and (E) for AA, see Table II explaining the cluster states. The main observation is that only case (B) is related to the emergence of
EM. Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks (N = 4).

(13a)–(13b) possesses the following asymptotic states:
– II clusters:

ϕ1 = ϕ3 = ψ1 = ψ∗(t), ϕ2 = ϕ4 = ψ2 = ψ∗(t +γ). (14)

– SI clusters:

ϕ1 = ϕ3 = ψ1 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ4 = ψ2 = ψ∗(t). (15)

– SS clusters:

ϕ1 = ϕ3 = ψ1 = 0, ϕ2 = ϕ4 = ψ2 = 0. (16)

– IS clusters:

ϕ1 = ϕ3 = ψ1 = ψ∗(t), ϕ2 = ϕ4 = ψ2 = 0. (17)

where γ is an arbitrary real constant describing a phase shift
between the clusters. Moreover, if γ∗(t) is an orbitally asymp-
totically stable limit cycle (stable periodic oscillations of the
clock), then the states (14) build a stable invariant torus foli-
ated by (infinitely many) periodic solutions of the form (14).

The main message of Proposition 2 is that under "normal
conditions" when the single clock oscillates periodically, the
coupled system can have stable cluster II oscillations with an
arbitrary phase-shift between the clusters. If the phase-shift is
zero, the order parameter r is highest and equal 1, while it can
achieve a continuous range of smaller values depending on the
phase shift. The coexistence of such states leads to EM. Note
that the states SI, SS, and IS do not lead to EM, but correspond
to isolated attractors in the coupled system.

Proof of Proposition 2. Let us first mention that the equi-
librium ψ1 = ψ2 = 0 is asymptotically stable, and it corre-
sponds to the stability of a silent state of a pendulum with
damping and without external energy inflow. Therefore, the
two independent systems (13a) and (13b) can reach both
attractors: zero equilibrium and non-trivial attractor corre-
sponding to ψ∗(t), depending on initial conditions. Moreover,
an arbitrary phase shift ψ∗(t + γ) is clearly also possible and
belong to the same nontrivial attractor. This provides the ex-
istence of the states (14)–(17).

The invariant torus from the proposition corresponds to the
direct product of the limit cycles C×C, where C = {(ψ, ψ̇) ∈
(S 1 ×R) : ψ = γ∗(t), t ∈ R}. The stability of this torus fol-
lows from the orbital stability of the limit cycle in each of
the subsystem and the properties of the cross-product of the
uncoupled system (13a)–(13b). End of proof.

2. Numerical study of EM

Figure 4 shows three examples of different stable II syn-
chronization patterns from the continuous family of solutions
by Eq. (14). Figure 4 provides (A) almost in-phase, (B) a
phase-shifted, and (C) anti-phase relations between the clus-
ters. The dynamics within the clusters is completely synchro-
nized: ϕ1 = ϕ3 and ϕ2 = ϕ4. These three states are exem-
plary, and different phase shifts are obtained from different
initial conditions. In spite of the phase shift, all pendulums
are (mean) frequency synchronized (see the third column of
Fig. 4), since they follow the same motion according to Eq.
(14), only phase-shifted. The fourth column of Fig. 4 illus-
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FIG. 4. Three exemplary dynamical patterns for the regime of EM (see Fig. 3(B)) for 4-coupled pendulums with cross-coupling structure (7).
(A) Almost complete synchronization with a small phase shift between the clusters of clocks. (B) Phase synchronization with an intermediate
phase shift between the clusters. (C) Anti-phase synchronization between the clusters. Details of column figures are as follows: a: the time
series for variables θ, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4, respectively, b: the phase-time plots of the pendula, c: the mean frequencies of the clocks, d: Projections
on two phase variables form different clusters (orange lines) and Poincaré maps (black dots). Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 ,
α2 = π, α3 = 3π

2 and α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks (N = 4).

trates the phase-shift between the clusters and their periodic
motion (orange curve). The black point shows the Poincaré
map defined by ϕ1 = 0 and ϕ̇1 > 0.

As for the order parameters r, Fig. 4(A) presents the trial
leading to a relatively high order parameter close to 1 (almost
complete synchronization) in Fig. 3(B); while Fig. 4(C) rep-
resents the trial which falls into the left side (the inter-group
anti-phase synchronization) of the order parameter distribu-
tion in Fig. 3(B). The more trials one draws from random ini-
tial conditions, the more likely one can fill the gap regarding
the order parameter between the inter-group anti-phase syn-
chronization and complete synchronization to generate EM.

B. Isolated attractors

In addition to infinitely many stable II states from EM de-
scribed above, system (7) possesses coexisting isolated attrac-

tors corresponding to other synchronization patterns. These
states can also be treated analytically and numerically in more
detail. However, since the main focus of this work is the EM
phenomenon, we consider here exemplary only isolated at-
tractors corresponding to IA patterns.
1. Three types of isolated attractors with large-amplitude
oscillations

Theoretical analysis of IA patterns. The IA solutions are
characterized by the phase relations ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = ψ1 and
ϕ2(t) = −ϕ4(t) = ψ2. Substituting this into system (7), we ob-
tain:

(B0 + 4mr2)θ̈+ kθθ+ cθθ̇+ mrl[ψ̈2 sin(θ−ψ2)− ψ̇2
2 cos(θ−ψ2)] + mrl[ψ̈2 sin(θ+ψ2)− ψ̇2

2 cos(θ+ψ2)] +∆Vθ = 0,
ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 + mrl[−θ̈cos(θ−ψ1) + θ̇2 sin(θ−ψ1)] +∆Vϕ1 = ME1 ,
ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕψ̇2 + mrl[θ̈ sin(θ−ψ2) + θ̇2 cos(θ−ψ2)] +∆Vϕ2 = ME2 ,
ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 + mrl[θ̈cos(θ−ψ1)− θ̇2 sin(θ−ψ1)] +∆Vϕ3 = ME3 ,
−ml2ψ̈2−mglsinψ2− cϕψ̇2 + mrl[−θ̈ sin(θ+ψ2)− θ̇2 cos(θ+ψ2)] +∆Vϕ4 = ME4 .

(18)
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FIG. 5. Dynamical patterns of three types of isolated attractors with large-amplitude oscillations for 4 coupled pendulums with cross-coupling
structure (7). (A)-(C): IA, AI, and AA synchronization patterns (see Table II for the explanation of the abbreviations). IA, AI, and AA
correspond to the order parameters from Figs. 3(C), (D), and (E), respectively. Information on the columns: a: the time series for variables
θ, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, ϕ4, respectively; b: phase-time plots of the pendulum angles; c mean frequencies; d: projection of the solution on the phase
variables from different clusters (orange lines) and Poincaré maps (black dots). Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2

and α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks (N = 4).

FIG. 6. Dynamical patterns of three types of isolated attractors with small-amplitude oscillations for 4 coupled pendulums with cross-coupling
structure (7). (A)-(C): SI, IS, and SS synchronization patterns respectively, (see Table II for the pattern explanations). Information along the
columns: a: time series for variables θ, ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3, and ϕ4, b: phase-time plots, c: mean frequencies (not available if a pendulum converges
to 0), d: projections on the (ϕ2,ϕ3)-plane (orange line) and Poincaré maps (black dots, defined by ϕ2 = 0 and ϕ̇2 > 0, ϕ1 = 0 and ϕ̇1 > 0, and
ϕ1 = 0 and ϕ̇1 > 0, for (A), (B), and (C), respectively). Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and α4 = 2π for the

4-coupled clocks (N = 4).
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In the following, we introduce the new dimensionless param-
eter ε = mrl

B0+4mr2 . For the chosen setup as in Table I, we have
ε = 0.02726, i.e., ε is small, and we will employ it in our anal-
ysis. In fact, the smallness of this parameter is one of the
reasons for the emergence of IA patterns.

Defining further k̄θ =
kθ

B0+4mr2 = 3.7301, c̄θ =
cθ

B0+4mr2 =

0.02407, F(θ, ψ2) = −[ψ̈2 sin(θ − ψ2) − ψ̇2
2 cos(θ − ψ2)] +

[ψ̈2 sin(θ+ψ2)− ψ̇2
2 cos(θ+ψ2)]− ∆Vθ

mrl and θ = εψ, the system
(18) can be rewritten in the following form:

ψ̈+ c̄θψ̇+ k̄θψ = F(εψ, ψ2),
ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 +εmrl[−ψ̈cos(εψ−ψ1) +εψ̇2 sin(εψ−ψ1)] +∆Vϕ1 = ME1 ,
ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕψ̇2 +εmrl[ψ̈sin(εψ−ψ2) +εψ̇2 cos(εψ−ψ2)] +∆Vϕ2 = ME2 ,
ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 +εmrl[ψ̈cos(εψ−ψ1)−εψ̇2 sin(εψ−ψ1)] +∆Vϕ3 = ME3 ,
−ml2ψ̈2−mglsinψ2− cϕψ̇2 +εmrl[−ψ̈sin(εψ+ψ2)−εψ̇2 cos(εψ+ψ2)] +∆Vϕ4 = ME4 ,

(19)

where

∆Vθ = 4lrkϕ

1− 2r√
4r2 + 2r2(1− cos(2ψ2))−8lr sinψ2 cos(εψ)

sinψ2 sin(εψ),

∆Vϕ1 = ∆Vϕ3 = 0,
∆Vϕ2 = kϕl

(
1− 2r

ŝ24

)
[lsin(2ψ2)−2r cos(εψ−ψ2)],

∆Vϕ4 = kϕl
(
1− 2r

ŝ24

)
[−lsin(2ψ2) + 2r cos(εψ+ψ2)],

(20)

and the values for the distances satisfy:

s13 = s31 = s24 = s42 = 2r,
ŝ13 = ŝ31 = 2r,
ŝ24 = ŝ24 =

√
4r2 + 2r2(1− cos(2ψ2))−8lr sinψ2 cos(εψ).

(21)
In the zeroth-order in ε, system (19) is reduced to

ψ̈+ c̄θψ̇+ k̄θψ = F(0, ψ2), (22a)

ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 = ME1 , (22b)

ml2ψ̈2 + mglsinψ2 + cϕψ̇2 +∆Vϕ2 = ME2 , (22c)

ml2ψ̈1 + mglsinψ1 + cϕψ̇1 = ME1 , (22d)

−ml2ψ̈2−mglsinψ2− cϕψ̇2−∆Vϕ2 = −ME2 , (22e)

from which one can see that Eq. (22b) is equivalent to
Eq. (22d) and Eq. (22c) to Eq. (22e). Hence, in this approxi-
mation, the subspace of the IA solutions:

ϕ1(t) = ϕ3(t) = ψ1, ϕ2(t) = −ϕ4(t) = ψ2, θ(t) = 0. (23)

is invariant. For nonzero but small ε, we observe the perturbed
solutions:

ϕ1(t) ≈ ϕ3(t) = ψ1, ϕ2(t) ≈ −ϕ4(t) = ψ2. (24)

Summarizing, the existence of IA patterns can be exactly
proven for the limit ε = 0. Since small ε is a regular per-
turbation of system (19), all asymptotically stable periodic at-
tractors in this system will be only slightly perturbed by small
ε-order terms, and one can observe patterns close to IA.

Numerical study of IA, AI, and AA patterns. The patterns
IA, AI, and AA correspond to single lines of the order pa-
rameter distribution in Fig. 3(C)-(E) and, hence, to isolated
attractors in the phase space. Figure 5 reports one example

for each of these three patterns. All of them exhibit partial
synchronization with quasiperiodic dynamics.

The phase-time plots in the column b of Fig. 5(A) show that
the 1st and 3rd pendulums are in-phase and the 2nd and 4th are
anti-phase with ϕ1 = ϕ3 and ϕ2 = −ϕ4; this is also confirmed
by the analytical solutions (23) and (24). Inside the cou-
pled groups, the 1st and 3rd or 2nd and 4th pendulums share
the same mean frequency, leading to the multifrequency-
clusters17,51. Furthermore, the phase space projection on the
plane (ϕ1, ϕ2) (orange curve) and the corresponding Poincaré
map (black points, when ϕ4 = 0 and ϕ̇4 > 0) indicates that the
motion is quasiperiodic. In summary, Fig. 5 reports different
partially synchronous behaviors corresponding to isolated at-
tractors with large-amplitude osillations: (A) IA, (B) AI, and
(C) AA patterns. All these patterns coexist with EM contribut-
ing to a complex multistability scenario for the cross coupling
structure (Fig. 1(G)).

2. Three types of isolated attractors with small-amplitude
oscillations

The above-mentioned isolated attractors and EM states pos-
sess "large-amplitude" oscillations in the sense that their os-
cillation amplitude exceeds the threshold of the escapement
mechanism ε = 5.0◦. This guarantees an inflow of energy into
the system and the emergence of stable self-sustained oscilla-
tions of all clocks.

In this section, we investigate the case when some (or all)
of the clocks in system (7) do not reach this threshold. As
a result, the SI, IS, and SS synchronization patterns appear
(see Table II). Figure 6 illustrates the numerically observed
SI, IS, and SS patterns. For example, in Fig. 6(B), both the
time series and phase-time plots exhibit the in-phase synchro-
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FIG. 7. One-dimensional dependence of the order parameter on ini-
tial conditions for 4 coupled pendulums with cross-coupling struc-
ture (7). The graph reveals the basins of different attractors along a
one-dimensional line in the phase space. We fix [θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = π
4 ,

ϕ0
3 = ϕ0

1 + 0.001, ϕ0
4 = ϕ0

2 + 0.001, θ̇0 = ϕ̇0
1 = ϕ̇0

2 = ϕ̇0
3 = ϕ̇0

4 = 0], and
vary ϕ0

2 to obtain 100 discretized values evenly distributed in the in-
terval [− π4 ,

π
4 ]. The change of order parameter with respect to ϕ0

2 in-
dicates how synchronization patterns depend on initial conditions, in-
cluding complete synchronization for ϕ0

2 = π/4. Plateaus correspond
to isolated attractors, continuously changing parts to EM states, and
jumps to the basin boundaries. Parameters are fixed as in Table I
with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks

(N = 4).

nization between ϕ1 and ϕ3, while ϕ2 and ϕ4 converge to 0
and stop oscillating. The periodic motions of ϕ1 and ϕ3 are
illustrated by the phase trajectory (the orange line) and corre-
sponding Poincaré map (black points, defined by ϕ1 = 0 and
ϕ̇1 > 0) in the column d of Fig. 6(B). Summarizing Fig. 6, it
shows the coexistence of three types of isolated attractors with
small-amplitude oscillations, induced by the discontinuity of
the escapement mechanism.

V. BASINS OF ATTRACTIONS

Having clarified the different EM-related asymptotic phase
patterns in 4 coupled clocks given by system (7) in Sec. IV, we
discuss here their basins of attractions. Instead of randomly
choosing initial conditions for each pendulum, we fix some
of them while the rest are initialized with discretized values
distributed evenly in the given intervals. The corresponding
synchronization states are estimated using order parameter r
from Eq. (5), as it effectively identifies different attractors,
including those belonging to EM. Numerical results are sum-
marized in Figs. 7, 8, and 9.

Figure 7 shows the dependence of the order parameter r
on the initial conditions. For this we fix [θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = π
4 ,

ϕ0
3 = ϕ0

1 +0.001, ϕ0
4 = ϕ0

2 +0.001, θ̇0 = ϕ̇0
1 = ϕ̇0

2 = ϕ̇0
3 = ϕ̇0

4 = 0],
and initialize ϕ0

2 with 100 discretized values evenly distributed
in the interval [− π4 ,

π
4 ]. We can clearly observe both the iso-

lated attractors and a part of the EM regime. Isolated attrac-
tors correspond to the flat segments. For example, when ϕ0

2 is
around 0 in Fig. (7), in spite of different initial values of ϕ0

2,
trials in this segment part have almost the same r. The con-

FIG. 8. Two-dimensional basins of attraction of 4 coupled pen-
dulums with cross-coupling structure (7). The initial conditions
are chosen as [θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = ϕ0
2 = π

4 , ϕ0
3 = ϕ0

1 − A, ϕ0
4 = ϕ0

2 − B,
θ̇0 = ϕ̇0

1 = ϕ̇0
2 = ϕ̇0

3 = ϕ̇0
4 = 0], with A and B changing in the interval

[0, π2 ]. The uniform discretization on the grid 100×100 is used. Four
regions in the bottom-left, top-left, bottom-right, and top-right cor-
respond to the II, IA, AI, and AA phase patterns, respectively. The
bottom-left part with the visible color gradient correspond to EM.
Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π, α3 = 3π
2 and

α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks (N = 4).

FIG. 9. Two-dimensional basins of the attractors corresponding to
the mixed-mode dynamics with one cluster staying silent and another
oscillating. The model for 4 coupled pendulums with cross-coupling
structure (7) are considered. Initial conditions are chosen as follows:
[θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = ϕ0
2 = 0, ϕ0

3 = A, ϕ0
4 = B, θ̇0 = ϕ̇0

1 = ϕ̇0
2 = ϕ̇0

3 = ϕ̇0
4 = 0],

where A and B are taken from the interval [− π4 ,
π
4 ] discretized by

100× 100 evenly sampled points. The white region corresponds to
the trivial SS pattern (equilibrium at the origin); light green to SI and
IS patterns. Parameters are fixed as in Table I with α1 = π

2 , α2 = π,
α3 = 3π

2 and α4 = 2π for the 4-coupled clocks (N = 4).

tinuously changing parts of r in Fig. (7) are in line with the
EM family of II states. The abrupt "jumps" therefore represent
boundaries between either the basins of the isolated attractors
or between the isolated attractors and the EM family.

Figure 8 shows a two-dimensional basin of attraction,
where we fix [θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = ϕ0
2 = π

4 , ϕ0
3 = ϕ0

1−A, ϕ0
4 = ϕ0

2−B,
θ̇0 = ϕ̇0

1 = ϕ̇0
2 = ϕ̇0

3 = ϕ̇0
4 = 0], and vary A and B in the interval

[0, π2 ]. The grid of 100×100 points is used. One can observe
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four parts corresponding to II, IA, AI, and AA phase patterns.
In particular, the bottom-left part with the non-constant de-
pendence of the order parameter r in Fig. 8 corresponds to a
subset of an infinite number of stable II states from EM. The
other three parts with constant colors are related to isolated
attractors of AI, IA, and AA patterns. With changing A and
B, the system moves from complete synchronization to inter-
group anti-phase synchronization (see Fig. 4), and further to
the multifrequency-cluster state (see Fig. 5).

To visualize the basin of the attractors with small-amplitude
oscillations, we analyse a set of initial conditions close to the
origin. Figure 9 shows the corresponding basins of attraction,
with the initial conditions [θ0 = 0.01, ϕ0

1 = ϕ0
2 = 0, ϕ0

3 = A,
ϕ0

4 = B, θ̇0 = ϕ̇0
1 = ϕ̇0

2 = ϕ̇0
3 = ϕ̇0

4 = 0], where A and B vary
in the interval [− π4 ,

π
4 ]. In addition to II patterns from EM

set, we obtain here three new regions corresponding to the
patterns SI, IS, and SS, for which some of the clocks are not
oscillating. The basin of the trivial solution SS with all clocks
silent is observed in the central part (white); see Fig. 6(C)
for the illustration of the pattern. The SI and IS patterns are
mixed-mode oscillations, with one cluster silent and another
cluster oscillating, corresponding to the light green basin of
attraction.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we investigate how different coupling topol-
ogy affects the collective dynamics in coupled clocks. The
considered model includes global as well as local couplings
represented by the rotating support disc and springs, respec-
tively. Also, the model contains a discontinuity due to the
escapement clock mechanism. We focus on the model of
4 coupled clocks where surprisingly an EM is observed be-
tween patterns with different synchronization levels. The EM
phenomenon reveals the coexistence of infinitely many sta-
ble asymptotic states. The dependence on initial conditions is
clarified using the analysis of the basins of attractions. The
main conclusions based on our work are as follows:

• For both three coupled and four coupled clocks, we use
Monte Carlo sampling and find that the symmetric cou-
pling structure can increase the dynamical complexity.
This can lead to diverse synchronization patterns and
attractors.

• We observe the emergence of EM for the case of four
coupled clocks (see Fig. 1(G) and model (7)). This phe-
nomenon is solely induced by the cross-coupling topo-
logical structure, and it is stable against variations of the
system parameters, as far as the clocks remain identical.

• We show both analytically and numerically that the
emergence of EM is closely related to the II synchro-
nization pattern (see Table II), where the system splits
into two antipodal clusters such that the clocks within
the clusters are fully synchronized, but the intra-cluster
dynamics can be shifted by an arbitrary phase. More-
over, other three types of isolated attractors with large-

amplitude oscillations coexist with the infinite family of
states from the EM family. They correspond to the IA,
AI, and AA synchronization patterns.

• We further uncover the effect of the discontinuity of the
system induced by the escapement mechanism. It in-
duces the emergence and coexistence of further three
types of isolated attractors with small-amplitude oscil-
lations. These states correspond to SI, IS, and SS pat-
terns (see Table II). In particular, the IS and SI patterns
are mixed states52 where two clocks are oscillating and
the other two stay silent.

As observed in our work, the emergence of EM is caused by
a particularly designed symmetric coupling structure, rather
than by introducing additional quantities into the coupling de-
sign. The inclusion of more coupled clocks with different
topological coupling structures is an open way to clarify the
emergence of EM or chimera states of large coupled systems.
Another possible generalization is to include adaptivity in the
coupling scheme.
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